CHARACTERS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS HEREIN
Grandfather, gone to
emphysema

We, general, royal—disembodied voice of the
town, the weather, the mine, the school; a sort
of Greek Chorus

Ben, cousin,
only appears
briefly

Sal Luoma, chemistry
teacher of; has an
estranged and
possibly delinquent
daughter

Grandmother, gone

Father, king of radio and
not much else

Mother, up and gone, but
still somehow speaking

Yr protagonist, radio amateur,
sometimes vandal, at times
perhaps the author

Family, members
of

Brother,
armless;
aphasiac

Jesus, whom he compares
himself to in moments like
this

Parents still intact at
least

Pastor Sam, had a
stroke, recovered

Diver, tags the snowmobile
after Bernard goes through,
is a Van Halen fan

Christer, pyro,
collector of
pornography;
jumps off the
cliff in the
snow

His older
brother,
Bernard,
through the ice
on a
snowmobile
Henry Lumberg,
Bone's father, a
meteorologist;
shovels Elsie out

Young Officer, who has to
make the family notification
after Liz goes through

Lannie Shutter,
shop teacher of

Psychologist, who gets
drunk at a wedding &
sings Tom Jones

The Oracle of Apollo in Tapiola,
Michigan, visited by Yr
Protagonist and Liz before, who
sees it all

Her mother also died in a winter car accident
years before; seems like everybody did

Vice Principal of
Liz, the Central
X

Friends of

Crisco Hartfield,
drops a can down
a stairwell, breaks
a girl's arm

Carrie, his
sister,
murdered
(by Bone)

Bone, his friend,
dropper of bowling
balls off overpasses;
best known in terms of
Carrie

Elsie Prisk,
grandmother of

Jesse, goes to
prom with Liz,
goes through the
ice; somewhat
minor character

Tony, gone
downstate, tells
the Goat Boy
story, leaves
Bone alone
behind

Stephen, her
distant
dumbass
cousin, will
rob a bank

Timothy, her younger,
snowmobiling,
somewhat neurotic
brother; loves water;
dreams of teeth; maybe
ends the world

Harriet, her friend and maybe (?)
lover, who drives the plow and picks
up Yr Protagonist and his younger
brother

Nina Poirier,
dead

Tony's mother,
dead, too

His mother will
soon die

Uncle, died in a
sauna

Jelly, went to prom with Harriet;
returning home for Carrie's funeral

Sandy, whom he hits on
while flying; big liar

Rob, his brother

Freda, wife of Rob, briefly
obsessed with Bone

